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General Methodology to Identify the Minimum Alphabet
Size for Heteropolymer Design

Chiara Cardelli, Francesca Nerattini, Luca Tubiana, Valentino Bianco, Christoph Dellago,
Francesco Sciortino, and Ivan Coluzza*

Understanding how to design the structure of heteropolymers through their
monomer sequence will have a significant impact on the creation of novel
artificial materials. According to mean-field theories, the minimum
number—or alphabet—of distinct monomers necessary to achieve such
designability is directly related to the conformational entropy ω of compact
polymer structures. Here, a computational strategy to calculate this
conformational entropy is introduced and thus predict the minimum alphabet
to achieve designability, for a generalized heteropolymer model. The
comparison of the predictions with previous results proves the robustness of
the approach. It is quantified for the first time how the number of directional
interactions is critical for achieving the designability. The methodology that is
introduced can be easily generalized to models representing specific polymers.
A comparison between conventional polymers monomers are provided, and it
is predicted that polyurea, polyamide, and polyurethane residues are optimal
candidates to be functionalized for the experimental synthesis of designable
heteropolymers. As such, our method can guide the engineering of new types
of self-assembling modular polymers, that will open new possibilities for
polymer-based materials with unmatched versatility and control.

1. Introduction

Self-assembling artificial[1–5] and natural materials[6–15] possess
the ability to organize themselves into complex and heteroge-
neous structures. This ability is mainly driven by reversible inter-
actions (e.g., van derWaals interactions, hydrogen bonds, dipolar
interactions, depletion interactions).[16]

Considerable effort has been spent in understanding how the
self-assembling behavior arises and how it can be controlled
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through careful design of the confor-
mational and physicochemical proper-
ties of the primary components of the
material.[17–20] A particularly successful
strategy to control self-assembly is to join
the components into hetero-chains, for
example, proteins or small RNAs, follow-
ing a specific sequence of the components
along the chain. The sequence can be
optimized to drive the system to fold into
a unique target structure of the chain. The
search for such optimized sequences for
a specific target structure is commonly
referred to as design,[11,21–24] and a system
for which it is possible to find such a
sequence for at least one target structure
is called designable. The mean-field theory
of the random energy model (REM)[21,25–27]

predicts that for a system to be designable,
it needs to respect the inequality q > eω,
where q is the number of different con-
stituents (i.e., the alphabet size) and ω is
the conformational entropy per monomer
of the system, defined as the logarithm
of the total number of accessible compact

conformations per monomer.[26,27] This inequality can be used
to identify the minimum alphabet necessary to design a het-
eropolymer, that is the smallest integer qmin greater than eω,
qmin ≡ �eω�. From this, it follows that reducing ω also reduces
the alphabet size qmin. Such predictions have been tested only
for lattice models.[22,27] A holy grail of the field of artificial
polymer-based materials is the ability to control ω such that the
alphabet of components employed in the polymer synthesis is
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Figure 1. Shifted s pp(P , Q) for three patches, which indicated the different areas of s pp(P , Q) defined as compact conformations to calculate ω. a) Total
surface. b) Zoom of the data shown in panel (a). The areas arise from the different definitions of compactness. The solid curves enclose the compact
conformations within 1 kbT (inner curve) and 5 kbT (rough outer curve) from the free energyminimummi nF . The vertical and horizontal lines represent,
respectively, Pmin and Qmin calculated as the lowest P and Q within 1 kbT and 5 kbT from mi nF . The dotted lines enclose the corresponding areas
at their right and above, as the compactness has been defined as P > Pmin and Q > Qmin. For the definition of compactness based on the criterion
P > Pmin, the whole areas to the right of the dashed-dotted lines have been considered.

reduced to a minimum, all while keeping a large variety of pos-
sible different target structures. It is important to stress that the
compact polymer conformations are smaller in number than the
total possible ones, hence ω < s where s is the polymer entropy.
An operative definition of compact for off-lattice polymers is
not given in the REM, making it difficult to establish a general
methodology to estimate ω and in turn the designability of a
heteropolymer.
Recently, Cardelli et al. have studied the self-assembling

properties of a general heteropolymer consisting of patchy
particles monomers (patchy-polymer) across the transition
from q < eω to q > eω.[28] Such a study has shown that the
directional interactions are the key for designability, inducing
the transition to designable polymers at q > qmin = �eω�. This
suggests that the role of the directional interactions is that of
decreasing ω by reducing the number of accessible compact
conformations.
In this work, we verify this intuition by introducing a general

methodology to estimate ω for any polymer model and apply it
to patchy polymers with different numbers of patches. Since the
total number of compact conformations (and thus ω) does not
depend on the specific sequence,[29] we estimate ω employing a
homopolymer version of the patchy polymer. Following a thermo-
dynamic path from a reference system with known entropy, we
compute the total number of conformations of the homopolymer
employing advanced Monte Carlo (MC) methods.[30–32] From the
total number, we then select different subsets of compact confor-
mations, according to different operative definitions of compact-
ness. The definitions we introduce here can be easily quantified
for off-lattice polymer systems.
Themethodology to estimateω allows us to test the hypothesis

and prediction of the REM on the ensemble of most designable
conformations.[28,33] Having verified the validity of the theory, we
can use it to predict the size of the alphabet necessary to enlarge
the variety of target conformations.

2. Results and Discussion

Let us start by considering that we are projecting the whole con-
formational space over the number of directional contacts be-
tween the patches, P , and of the number of isotropic contacts
between the beads, Q (see Figure 1 and Figures S3– S7, Support-
ing Information). Significant variations of P and Q correspond
to considerable changes in the chain conformations. Hence, if for
the same alphabet a certain number of patches m allows for the
design of a large portion of the P and Q space, we can guarantee
that we will have a broad variety of different chain arrangements
with high variability. This would translate into a versatile system
for material science applications. Our data suggest that the m =
4,6 can access a large portion of the P and Q space (see Figures
S5 and S6, Supporting Information). At the same time, the broad
range still amounts to an overall number of target conformations
small enough to guarantee designability with alphabets down to
2–3 letters (see Figure 2). Hence, m = 4,6 could be optimal for
potential applications.
In this work, we use the freely rotating chain (FRC) patchy

polymer model, introduced in ref. [28]. Each bead has a diameter
σ and presentsM patches (inset in Figure 3), whose arrangement
on the bead surface is chosen according to the most symmetrical
geometry (equidistant on the equator for M = 3, on a tetrahe-
dron for M = 4, on an octahedron for M = 6 and see Supporting
Information for M = 10).
The FRC is a general model for a designable heteropolymer,

for which it has been demonstrated that the designability can
be controlled by the number of patches M = 0, 1, 3, 4, 6, 10,[28]

that is homogeneous along the chain for different monomer
types. The alphabet of different monomers was instead defined
according to the set of isotropic interaction terms used (see
Ubb in Equation (7)). However, since ω does not depend on the
sequence, from now on we employ a homopolymer version of
the patchy polymer (see Equation (8)). We argue that such a
hypothesis, although exact for the patchy polymer model, is valid
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Figure 2. The broken line is exp(ω) calculated on the ensemble of com-
pact conformations within 1 kbT from the free energy minimum mi nF
(enclosed in the ellipse of 1 kbT form mi nF in Figure 1), for patches
M=0,1,3,4,6,10. exp(ω) in the REM represents the alphabet qmi n at which
the transition between not designable and designable occurs. Accordingly,
two areas are defined: yellow area (not designable) and blue area (des-
ignable). The line depends depends on the maximum resolution a = σ/2
we chose. Different values will shift the curve towards higher alphabets
upon increasing resolution and viceversa lower one upon lowering the
resolution. The points (circles and crosses) represent the alphabets veri-
fied in [28]. The circles are the designable cases, i.e. where the polymer de-
signed with the indicated alphabet has been tested to fold into the target
structure, while the crosses the ones where it does not (not designable).
The broken line predicts that protein-like heteropolymers (2 patches per
residue) can be designed with just 4 letters.

Figure 3. Patchy polymer model. Top: Directional potential of interaction
between the patches: the radial Lennard-Jones contribution in the plot is
multiplied by the directional contribution (cos θl ,i cos θk, j )2, where θl ,i and
θk, j are the angles between the vector connecting each patch to the respec-
tive bead center and the vector that connects the two patches (right in-
set). Bottom: schematic illustration of two consecutive beads of the patchy
polymers. The central bead is represented smaller than its size for the
sake of visualization. The small white spheres indicate the patches that
are placed on the surface of the bead.

also if we include the conformational entropy of the amino acids
side chains that we estimated from the rotamers libraries (see
Supporting Information for details). For this reason, decoupling
the sequence and the backbone conformational entropy is a
good approximation.

We consider the same patch arrangements of ref. [28], shown
at the bottom of Figure 3. For these cases, we aim at comput-
ing the conformational entropy � as a function of the number
of directional contacts between the patches, P , and of the num-
ber of isotropic contacts between the beads, Q (see Experimental
Section). �, according to the REM,[27] is defined as the logarithm
of the number of compact conformations Nc of a heteropolymer
composed of Nmonomers.Hence, we have to firstly compute the
total conformational entropy spp(P, Q) = ln(Npp(P, Q)) of the
patchy polymer, that is the logarithm of the total number of poly-
mer conformations Npp(P, Q). Secondly, from the total number
Npp(P, Q), we select the subset of the compact conformations.
The total conformational entropy spp(P, Q) computed with

Monte Carlo simulations is not an absolute entropy, it is defined
up to an arbitrary constant. For this reason, as explained in the
following and represented in Figure 4, at first we need to compute
the absolute entropy of a self-avoiding polymer ssaw = ln(Nsaw),
where Nsaw is the number of conformations of a self-avoiding
chain. It is important to stress that the self-avoiding polymer
model is equivalent to the FRC model when the bead–bead and
patch–patch interactions are switched off (see Equation (9)).
To correctly compute ssaw , we need to know the number

of conformations of a reference state. The chosen reference
state is a trimer of self-avoiding bonded beads, whose en-
tropy ssaw|N=3 can be calculated analytically. The partition
function is measured by the algorithm we employed and in
principle can also be calculated analytically (e.g., Taylor[34]). We
checked that the numerical ≈ 0.588 and analytical calculations
Z2 = 4π

∫ ∞
1 r 2 exp [−β(K (Ri i+1 − 1)2)] ≈ 0.588 of the partition

function of a dimer are consistent. However, this volume is only
proportional to the number of conformations, as well as the
entropy is defined according to an arbitrary constant. Hence,
we introduce a length scale a to discretize the continuum space.
The physical meaning of such length scale is the resolution
of discrimination power of the design process. The choice of
the resolution is arbitrary and the following results will rescale
according to the chosen resolution. In fact, higher resolution
corresponds to smaller values of a and an increase in the number
of conformations which in turn will require a larger alphabet.
Viceversa lower resolution corresponds to larger values of a and
smaller conformational space, and finally smaller alphabets. In
what follows, we will use the same resolution introduced in the
REM[27] a ≡ σ/2 as the radius of the tube following one chain so
that all the other conformations that fall within it are considered
equivalent. This definition implies that two beads with centers
closer than a ≡ σ/2 correspond to indistinguishable confor-
mations. Following this definition, we consider a ≡ σ/2 as the
characteristic length, that distinguishes between different states.
Since the bond spring is strong, each bead can only be placed

on the surface of the other one with tiny fluctuations ≈ 0.026σ .
Hence, we assume that the number of conformations of each
bead is merely the number of ways we can place a sphere of di-
ameter σ on the surface of an identical sphere.
The close packing of hard spheres would give 12 different ar-

rangements, where each conformation is distant by σ (or more)
from the other, along with the surface. By partitioning the to-
tal surface into sections of side length a, we obtain 12( σ

a )
2 = 48

different conformations. In fact, starting from the close packing
conformations, each bead can be shifted of a in four directions
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Figure 4. Scheme of the path used to calculate the total conformation entropy of the patchy homopolymer starting from an analytically known system
(trimer). i) The absolute total entropy ssaw|N=3 of a self-avoiding trimer is calculated analytically. Accordingly, the absolute total entropy for the self-
avoiding polymer with N = 50 ssaw|N=50 is calculated, employing the gran canonical method in refs. [30,31]. ii) With the same method, we calculate
ssaw(Q) for N = 50 as a function of the number of isotropic contacts Q, and shift it so that ln

∫
Nsaw(Q)d Q = ssaw|N=50 defined in Equation (2). iii)

For N = 50, we calculate via the enhanced MC method in ref. [32] ssaw(P , Q) = lnNsaw(P , Q) with the additional variable P , naming the number of
patch–patch contacts. We shift ssaw(P , Q) so as ln

∫
Nsaw(P , Q)d P overlaps with ssaw(Q) (as in Figure S1, Supporting Information). iv) For N = 50,

we calculate via the enhanced MC method in ref. [32]. spp(P , Q) of the patchy homopolymer and we shift it upon ssaw(P , Q).

along with the surface getting a different conformation. In the
trimer, we fix the position of the first bead to avoid over-counting
configurations related by translations of the entire chain. The po-
sition of the second bead with respect to the first one is also fixed,
to avoid over-counting configurations related by rotations of the
entire chain. Finally, we subtract the contribution from the tor-
sional degrees of freedom around the dimer bond ln(12) ≈ 2.5
(see Supporting Information for details). From the total 48 con-
formations that we should consider for the third bead, we have
to subtract ( σ

a )
2 + 1 = 5 because the third bead is not allowed to

overlap (completely or partially) with the first one. On top of this,
we have to count also the rotational degrees of freedom of all the
beads because the patches break the rotational invariance sym-
metry. Following the same criteria, each bead can be rotated in
12( σ

a )
2 = 48 different conformations, leading to [12( σ

a )
2]3 = 483

rotational states for the trimer. Hence, the total trimer’s confor-
mational entropy ssaw|N=3,a= σ

2
is[35]

ssaw|N=3 = ln
(
11

(σ

a

)2
− 1

)
+ 3 ln

(
12

(σ

a

)2)
− ln(12) ≈ 12.9

(1)

Starting from the trimer as the reference system, following the
gran canonical method proposed in refs. [30,31], we can calculate
the absolute value of the total entropy for a self-avoiding poly-
mer of length N = 50 (see Figure S2, Supporting Information).
The value calculated from the simulation s simul

saw |N=50 needs to be
shifted considering the absolute entropy of the trimer, thus by
the difference between the absolute value in Equation (1) and
the value calculated by the simulation s simul

saw |N=3 + 3 ln(12( σ

a )
2).

Note that also in the latter, the need to add 3 ln(12( σ

a )
2) is be-

cause the term s simul
saw |N=3 does not take into account the rotational

degrees of freedom, because they are not included in the simu-
lation method used. For the same reason, we also have to sum
50 ln(12( σ

a )
2)—the rotational degrees of freedom for N = 50—to

the total absolute entropy for N = 50, that results as following

ssaw|N=50 = ssaw|N=3 −
[
s simul
saw |N=3 + 3 ln

(
12

(σ

a

)2)]

+ s simul
saw

∣∣
N=50 + 50 ln

(
12

(σ

a

)2)
≈ 368 (2)

Hence, we have enumerated the number of distinct number of
states according to our choice of the resolution a. It is important
to stress that the number of states does not change significantly
with the resolution. In fact, for a = σ/10 (typical refolding preci-
sion of the patchy polymer[28] that in protein would correspond
to 0.4 Å resolution) ssaw|N=50 = 377, while for a = 1.5σ (reso-
lution that would not distinguish between folded and unfolded)
ssaw|N=50 = 359, which correspond to a 2% (see Figure S2, Sup-
porting Information). Then, we compute with the same method
the curve ssaw(Q) for N = 50: It is important to stress that such a
method does not include the sampling over the patch–patch bond
collective variable P and thus samples conformational entropy
ssaw(Q) only as a function of the number of isotropic contacts Q.
We shift the curve ssaw(Q) in such a way, that the total entropy is
corresponding to the absolute value of ssaw|N=50 in Equation (2)

ln
∫

Nsaw(Q)dQ = ssaw|N=50 (3)

Then, we compute through Monte Carlo simulations, enhanced
via the virtual move parallel tempering (VMPT) algorithm,[32]
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both ssaw(P, Q) with the additional collective variable P and
s pp(P, Q) for the patchy homopolymer (see Equation (8)). By
firstly aligning the surfaces s pp(P, Q) and ssaw(P, Q), and then
aligning the curves ln

∫
Nsaw(P, Q)d P and ssaw(Q), we get the

absolute surface s pp(P, Q).
We observe a good agreement between the absolute conforma-

tional entropy of the self-avoiding polymer ssaw(Q) calculated via
the gran canonical method and ln

∫
Nsaw(P, Q)d P , calculated

via the VMPT MC simulation,[32] in the range of Q that they
both sample (see Figure S1, Supporting Information). The VMPT
method samples amuchwider range of Q, thanks to its sampling
enhancement. Figure 1b shows the conformational entropy for
the patchy-polymer spp(P, Q), shifted as described in Experimen-
tal Section. We observe that spp(P, Q) has its maximum for low
P and Q, while the free energy minimum is found in the area
with high P and Q, enclosed in the ellipse in panel b) labelled as
“1 kbT from minF”. This observation is the first indication that
the number of accessible conformations at low temperatures is
highly reduced by the presence of the directional interactions be-
tween the patches.
From the absolute value of spp(P, Q), we now can calcu-

late qmin = �eω� by counting the number of compact conforma-
tions ω. According to the REM, the compact off-lattice confor-
mations are the ones with “small temporal and spatial density
fluctuations,”[27] but no operative definition is given to identify
them. To overcome this problem, here we firstly calculate eω as
the sum of the number of conformations found in the basin
within 1 kBT from min F , as indicated by the inner ellipse in
Figure 1. Such a definition is based on the operative definition of
the designability given in the work of Cardelli et al.,[28] where the
design is performed for the structures found within 1 kBT of the
global free energyminimumof the P–Q space. This definition of
compactness includes ameasure of the effect of the directionality
on the conformational entropy ω.
In Figure 2, we show the results for number of compact

conformations per monomer (eω) for different patch numbers,
calculated with the methodology described above. eω, following
the REM, predicts the minimum alphabet size qmin for the
system to be designable, that is, it traces the transition line
between designable and not designable alphabets for different
patch numbers. In Figure 2, we compare this transition line
with the designability categorization given in ref. [28], obtained
by explicitly designing and refolding each target structure for
different alphabet sizes. We observe considerable accordance
between the two methods: the designable points verified in
ref. [28] are within the designable area predicted by REM,
except the ten patches case. Our calculations predict that to
design heteropolymers with two directional interaction sites per
monomer (e.g., proteins), the minimum alphabet necessary is
composed of just four letters. This prediction is consistent with
the experimental observation that just five letters are enough to
encode structural information in proteins[36–41] and with a study
performed with the Caterpillar protein model[42,43] that will be
presented in an upcoming publication.
In Figure 5, we extend the predictions of the REM by testing

different definitions of compactness that correspond to larger P–
Q areas of possible target conformations, to predict how much
would the minimum alphabet grow with a bigger variability of
target conformations. The dotted lines in Figure 5 represent eω

Figure 5. eω = qmin alphabet at which the transition between not des-
ignable and designable occurs versus the number of patches. The broken
lines represent the calculated alphabet exp(ω) with different definitions
of the ensemble of compact structures, as defined in Figure 1. The low-
est solid line contains actually two overlapping not distinguishable lines:
eω calculated on the two ensembles enclosed in the curve of 1 kbT and 5
kbT frommi nF , as in Figure 1. The dashed and dotted-dashed lines corre-
spond to eω calculated within the ensembles defined by the corresponding
vertical and horizontal lines in Figure 1. We observe that for the systems
with one and ten patches, the minimum alphabet at which the system is
designable increases considerably by increasing the variety of possible tar-
get conformations (different P and Q), while for the systems with four and
six patches, it remains low.

calculated summing all compact conformations with P > Pmin

and Q > Qmin as delimited by the dotted lines in Figure 1, where
Pmin and Qmin are the lowest P and Q values found within 1 kbT
(or 5 kbT ) minF . The dashed-dotted lines in Figure 5 represent
eω calculated by summing all the compact conformations with
P > Pmin for 1 kbT (or 5 kbT ), as delimited by the corresponding
dotted lines in Figure 1. We observe that by enlarging the P–Q
area, and thus the variety of possible target conformations, eω

increases, meaning that the system requires a larger minimum
alphabet in order to be designable. However, for all the scenario
considered, the variation in the minimum alphabet is not very
large, except for the P > Pmin scenario where we also included
many conformations that started to be more open (P < 60 and
Q < 500) hencewith larger conformational entropy.We can draw
two conclusions from this observations: i) the results are not very
sensitive to the particular combination of P and Q (and implicitly
theUbb interactions) provided that there are enough of one of the
two contacts, ii) the alphabet size is extremely sensitive to the
variation of P .
For the systems with four and six patches, qmin does not

increase significantly by increasing the variety of possible tar-
get structures, therefore with these number of patches one can
choose different target structures that maintain designability
with low alphabet sizes, thus allowing a higher variability of struc-
tures. Finally, the system with ten patches loses designability
more easily by increasing the variety of target structures; this is
explained by the loss in directionality that makes the monomer
with M = 10 act as a bigger self-avoiding sphere, as shown in
ref. [28].
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Table 1.Belowwe list commonpolymersmonomers and the number of po-
tential hydrogen bonding per monomer m. According to our predictions,
polymers with m ≥ 1 on their backbones are good candidates for the scaf-
fold of designable heteropolymers (indicated with a ”Yes” or ”No” in the
last column). For DNA/RNA, we indicated only a lower bound for m be-
cause the Watson and Crick pairing is not the only directional interaction
possible (see discussion in the Supporting Information). Among the syn-
thetic compounds, polyurea, polyamide, and polyurethane monomers are
optimal candidates for an experimentally designable heteropolymer. For
the design, the polymers backbone should be heterogeneous andwith con-
trol over the sequence of residues. The polymers in this table are generally
modifiable (e.g., polyurea has groups that can be modified along the back-
bone) and the chain growth can be highly effective. A possible alternative
strategy is to alternate along the chain beads with directional interactions
with beads with just volumetric interactions.[51–54] The sequence would be
applied only to the latter, while the directional beads are used to reduce
the minimum alphabet.

Polymer m Designable

Proteins 2 Yes

DNA/RNA > 1 Yes

Glycans
a)

> 1 Yes

Polysaccaride
b)

2 Yes

Polyurethane 2 Yes

Polyamide 4 Yes

Polyglycolide 0 No

Polylactic acid 0 No

Polycaprolactone 0 No

Polyhydroxyalkanoate 2 Yes

Polyhydroxybutyrate 2 Yes

Polybutylene succinate 0 No

Poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate) 0 No

Polyethylene terephthalate 0 Yes

Polybutylene terephthalate 0 No

Polytrimethylene terephthalate 0 No

Polyethylene naphthalate 0 No

Vectran 0 No

Polyurea
c)

4 Yes

Silicone 0 No

Polycarbonate 0 No

Polyethylene glycol 0 No

Polypropylene glycol 1 Yes

Paraformaldehyde 1 Yes

Polytetrahydrofuran 0 No

a)Depends on the chain structure; b)Depending on the solvent; c)M = 4 is in the high
versatility region.

Based on our results, we can compile a table of potential
monomers that could be used to synthesize designable het-
eropolymers backbone (see Table 1). The monomers with poten-
tial hydrogen bonding sites are the candidates that we identified
could be used as a scaffold to synthesise folding heteropolymers.
In particular, we think that monomers of polyurea is particularly
attractive as a starting system as it offers at least two groups that
can be functionalized. Moreover, polyurea has four potential hy-
drogen bonds per monomer, which fall within the ‘high versatil-
ity” region shown in Figure 5. For similar reasons, polyamide and
polyurethane are good alternatives. A possible way of synthesis

would follow a similar protocol to the ones for protein syntheses
where the amino acids chains are grown from a solid-state sub-
strate, and the different monomers are added sequentially.[44,45]

It is important to stress that the implications of our results ex-
tend beyond the specific patchy polymermodel. The are twomain
arguments to support such a statement. The first important as-
pect is related to the role of the molecular backbone bonds to
restrict the conformational space of the chain. In principle, the
patchy polymer FRC that we tested has the minimum number
of backbone constraints of realistic polymer chains. In a previ-
ous publication, we showed that by increasing the backbone con-
straints by simply moving the chain bond from the particle cen-
ters to the surface of them increased the designability.[28] Hence,
a more realistic model that would include torsional and dihedral
constraints atmost could only further reduce the conformational
space, and not increase it, making our predictions an upper limit
for the minimum alphabet. Interestingly, Chen et al.[46] recently
made a related observation on themodelling of FiP35where, with
a bare Cα model, it was not possible to define a specific interac-
tion matrix (in this case, a 35 letter alphabet) that would allow
distinguishing between the folded and the unfolded state clearly.
Upon adding the Cβ atoms, expanding the alphabet to 70 letters,
and introducing a directionality due to the excluded volume, the
model chain was capable of correctly folding into the target struc-
ture. Hence, the result further supports the importance of the
backbone directional interactions to reduce the frustration of the
protein folding.
Secondly, the side chains add further directionality to the

residue–residue interactions (e.g., they tend to spend most of
the time on one side of the backbone) that necessarily would re-
duce further the conformational space, making our estimate for
the minimum alphabet an overestimate. We believe that even an
overestimate of the qmin can be extremely useful especially when
the values are already within reach of experiments.

3. Conclusion

In conclusion, in this manuscript, we present the first accurate
calculations of the REM conformational entropy ω for a patchy
polymer as a function of the number of patches. The values of
ω are absolute, as they were obtained via a thermodynamic path,
starting from the analytically solvable model of a self-avoiding
trimer all the way to the full patchy polymer. The calculation
of the path required extensive simulations for each number of
patches investigated.
The main conclusion that can be drawn from our work is that

the REM inequality q > eω, defining the minimal alphabet for
heteropolymer design, is valid and accurately reproduces the des-
ignability phase diagram previously obtained by Cardelli et al.[28]

Moreover, the inequality allows the prediction of the minimal al-
phabet necessary to increase the variety of target structures for
the design. It is important to stress that the predictedminimal al-
phabets are upper limits, as in real systems there aremoremolec-
ular constraints and particles are not necessarily free to rotate. In
fact, we showed previously[28] that reducing the bead rotational
degrees of freedom further reduces the minimal alphabets.
This knowledge combined with our methodology for the

calculation of ω provides a powerful tool for heteropolymer
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engineering. Finally, we could identify in the four and six
patches geometries the optimal ones for heteropolymer design,
since the minimal alphabet grows very slowly with the space of
different conformations included in the calculations of ω. Our
methodology can be directly transferred to any heteropolymer
model to establish the minimal alphabet making the system
designable. In particular, we think it will be particularly effective
in cases where the conformational space is restricted by direc-
tional interactions such as hydrogen bonding (proteins, RNA,
the building blocks in DNA origami) or dipolar interactions
(dipolar or magnetic colloids). We ranked common polymers
monomers according to our prediction on their designability,
and we identified polyurea, polyamide, and polyurethane as
optimal choices for the synthesis of designable heteropolymers.
It is important to mention that the method can be applied
to compare the designability of different protein models and
estimate the minimum alphabet necessary to design them, that
seems to be already of four letters for the Caterpillar coarse-
grained model,[43] as suggested by an upcoming work of some
of the present authors. As a future perspective, we are planning
to measure the dependence of omega from the bending rigidity
and for combinations of particles with different geometries. Ad-
ditionally, we have preliminary results that show that a reduced
conformational space can also be achieved using dipolar inter-
actions. Dipoles could be enough to allow for designability as
hinted by the work of Combe et al.[47] who used them to represent
the hydrogen-bond interactions in a folding protein model.

4. Experimental Section
FRC Model Details: The full Hamiltonian of the FRC patchy polymer is

given by

HF RC =
N∑

i< j

U (Ri j ) + 4
N∑

i+2< j

M∑
l ,k=1

U pp
(
Ri ; R j ; rl ,i ; rk, j

)

+
N−1∑
i=1

UB (Ri i+1) +
N∑

i+2< j

Ubb(Ri j ) (4)

where N is the total number of beads, and Ri j is the distance between the
beads i and j . The indexes i, j run over the N beads, while the indexes l
and k run on the M patches of the beads i and j , respectively.

The first term represents a self-avoiding potential acting between all the
beads and is defined asU (Ri j ) ≡ ∞ if Ri j ≤ σ andU (Ri j ) = 0 otherwise.

The second term represents the directional interaction between the
patches of beads that are separated by at least two positions along the
chain, and is given by the potential derived by Irbäck et al.,[48] commonly
used to model hydrogen bonds

U pp
(
Ri ; R j ; rl ,i ; rk, j

)

≡ εp
(
cos θl ,i cos θk, j

)ν

[
5
(

σ

2r l k

)12

− 6
(

σ

2r l k

)10
]

(5)

where the θl ,i and θk, j are the angles between the vector rl k ≡ rl ,i − rk, j
and the vectors rl ,i − Ri and rk, j − R j , connecting the patches l and k
to the center of their bead, respectively (Figure 3). Accordingly, we have
r l k ≡ |rl k |. The potential Upp tends to align the vectors rl k , rl ,i − Ri , and
rk, j − R j with minimum when the patches are at distance r kl = σ/4, rep-
resenting a conformation where the patches face each other, while it van-

ishes when rl k is orthogonal to one of the vectors rl ,i − Ri or rk, j − R j .
When θl ,i < π/2 or θk, j < π/2, we fix Upp = 0 to avoid anti-parallel ar-
rangements of the patches. Upp is cut off at Ri, j = 1.5σ . For the values
of the prefactor and exponent, we take εp = 3.1 kB T and ν = 2.[48] Note
that the term Upp excludes the interactions between beads that are first
and second neighbors along the backbone.

The third term in the Hamiltonian is a harmonic bonding potential,
connecting consecutive beads along the chain

UB (i, i + 1) = K (Ri i+1 − σ )2 (6)

where K = 10 kB T . The last term represents the isotropic bead–bead in-
teraction and is modelled with the potential

Ubb(Ri j ) = εi j

[
1

1.0 + e−2.5(3σ−Ri j )

]
(7)

where εi j is a sequence-dependent prefactor depending on the types of
bead i and j . Ubb is essentially a sigmoidal function with constant value
Ubb ≈ εi j for Ri j ≤ 2.5σ , decaying to Ubb ≈ 0 for Ri j ≥ 3.5σ , with the in-
flection pointUbb(3σ ) = εi j /2. The factor 4 in front of the termUpp is fixed
to balance the directional contributions Upp with respect to the isotropic
one Ubb.

The FRC homopolymer Hamiltonian is obtained by setting this last
term Ubb = 0 in Equation (4)

Hhomo =
N∑

i< j

U (Ri j ) + s
N∑

i+2< j

M∑
l ,k=1

Upp
(
Ri ; R j ; rl ,i ; rk, j

)

+
N−1∑
i=1

UB (Ri i+1) (8)

while the self-avoiding chain Hamiltonian is obtained by setting Ubb = 0
and Upp = 0 in Equation (4)

Hsaw =
N∑

i< j

U (Ri j ) +
N−1∑
i=1

UB (Ri i+1) (9)

Note that in all models, the only interactions of nearest neighbor beads
are the harmonic spring potential (third term) and the hard core repulsion
(first term).

For the sampling of the entropy, we employ Monte Carlo simulations
to compute the total conformational entropy, that is , the logarithm of the
total number of polymer conformations ssaw and spp of the self-avoiding
polymer (see Equation (9)) and a patchy homopolymer (see Equation (8)),
respectively. Both are homopolymermodels, since ssaw and spp (and�) do
not depend on the specific sequence, as already discussed in themain text.
The entropy of the patchy polymer spp is computed via canonical Monte
Carlo (MC) simulations where only the polymer conformations are sam-
pled via a set of conformational moves. We perform single particle trans-
lation and rotations as well as pivot and crankshaft moves.[49] The confor-
mational entropy is projected onto both the number of contacts Q and the
number of patch–patch contacts P . Similar algorithms in the past showed
the ability to sample extensively the conformational space.[28,50]

The number of bead–bead isotropic contacts Q is associated to theUbb
term

Q =
N∑

i+2< j

[
1

1.0 + e−2.5(3σ−Ri j )

]
(10)

and the number of directional contacts P is connected instead to the Upp
term. P is given by the number of i– j pairs of patches that face each other
by satisfying the conditions: r i j < 0.625 σ , θl ,i > 0.8 π , and θk, j > 0.8 π

(as shown in Figure 3).
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We enhance the sampling with the VMPT algorithm,[32] iteratively accu-
mulating the biasing potential over Q and P , and performing each simu-
lation at 32 different temperatures in the set [3.0 2.75 2.5 2.0 1.9 1.7 1.6
1.5 1.45 1.4 1.35 1.3 1.25 1.2 1.15 1.05 1.025 1.0 0.95 0.925 0.9 0.8 0.75 0.7
0.65 0.6 0.590 0.575 0.55 0.5 0.45 0.4]. For each patch geometry, we per-
form ten independent simulations run in subsequent simulation blocks of
109 MC steps. We repeat the iterations until we observe that the confor-
mational entropy landscape does not show an appreciable difference from
the previous run and among the ten independent simulations.

The entropy of the self-avoiding chain ssaw is computed both with the
VMPT scheme described above (ssaw(P , Q)) and with the gran canoni-
cal scheme introduced in refs. [30,31] (ssaw(Q)). The latter method allows
computing the ratio between the partition functions of polymers with N
and N − 1 monomers via a gran canonical Monte Carlo simulation, where
the chain grows by adding one bead at a time and sampling all its possi-
ble conformation. Hence, starting from a trimer, it is possible to compute
the entropy difference between N = 50 and N = 3, which is analytically
known from Equation (1).

To pass from the curve ssaw(Q) to the surface ssaw(P , Q) for a self-
avoiding polymer, we perform new Monte Carlo simulations of the FRC
self-avoiding patchy polymer (defined in Equation (9)) for each value
of M. We sample its conformational entropy ssaw(P , Q) with the addi-
tional collective variable P . By integrating over the order parameter P ,
ln

∫
Nsaw(P , Q)d P , we obtain the same curve ssaw(Q) up to an additive

constant. Thus, by aligning ln
∫

Nsaw(P , Q)d P with the absolute entropy
ssaw(Q), we compute the proper shift for the surface ssaw(P , Q). A key
difference between the two simulations we employed to compute ssaw(Q)
and ssaw(P , Q) is that in the latter also single particle rotational moves
are performed, allowing us to create a path between the bare self-avoiding
polymer and the full patchy polymer. Moreover, it is worth noticing that we
could not directly compute the absolute value of ssaw(P , Q) with the gran
canonical method of refs. [30,31] because it does not sample properly the
polymer conformations corresponding to large values of P .

The last step consists of a Monte Carlo simulation of the patchy poly-
mer with the patches interaction enabled, allowing us to sample the con-
formational entropy spp(P , Q) for the different numbers of patches. The
computed surface spp(P , Q) is then aligned with ssaw(P , Q) to get the
absolute entropy for the patchy polymer.

All the shifts are obtained by minimizing the sum of square distances
of the points of the conformational entropy profiles.
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